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A History…



The Total Work of Art
“The true Drama is only conceivable as

proceeding from a common urgence of every art
towards the most direct appeal to a common

public. In this Drama, each separate art can only
bare its utmost secret to their common public
through a mutual parleying with the other arts;
for the purpose of each separate branch of art

can only be fully attained by the reciprocal
agreement and co-operation of all the branches

in their common message.” Richard Wagner,
1895



Futurist Cinema

“We shall set in motion the words-in-
freedom that smash the boundaries of

literature as they march towards painting,
music, noise-art, and throw a marvelous

bridge between the word and the real
object.” Marinetti, 1916



Theatre of Totality

“The Theater of Totality with its multifarious
complexities of light, space, plane, form,

motion, sound, man – and with all the
possibilities for varying and combining

these elements – must be an
ORGANISM.” Moholy-Nagy, 1924



Hole-in-Space, Kit Galloway and
Sherrie Rabinowitz.



Tron





Entertainment SuperSystem
“A supersystem is a network of intertextuality

constructed around a figure or group of figures from pop
culture who are either fiction [...] or "real" [...]. In order to
be a supersystem, the network must cut across several

modes of image production; must appeal to diverse
generations, classes, and ethnic subcultures, who in turn

are targeted with diverse strategies; must foster
"collectability" through a proliferation of related products;

and must undergo a sudden increase in
commodification, the success of which reflexively

becomes a "media event" that dramatically accelerates
the growth curve of the system's commercial success.”

(Kinder, 1991,122-123)





A Body of Water

Paul Sermon’s & Andrea Zapp’s A Body of Water

Chroma-key room at the
Wilhelm Lehmbruck
Museum in Duisburg

Changing room in the
Waschkaue Herten

Shower room in the
Waschkaue Herten

Telematic display and black
& white documentary
footage of miners showering
in the original Waschkaue



Homicide

Homicide.com
(ep. 113, season 7)
Aired 5th Feb,
1999, NBC

Homicide:
Second Shift
3rd, 4th & 11th Feb, 1999





The Beast
Microsoft & Dreamworks, 2001



“The Beast eschewed the kind of special technology we
normally associate with virtual or augmented reality,
such as wired gloves, headsets or goggles, and
interactive programs or simulators. Instead, the Beast’s
alternate reality required no tool or vehicle for interaction
outside of player’s ordinary, everyday experience. The
game called players at home, faxed them at work,
interrupted their favorite television shows with cryptic
messages, and eventually even mailed them packages
full of game-world props and artifacts via the United
States Postal System. The Beast recognized no game
boundaries; the players were always playing, so long as
they were connected to one of their many everyday
networks.” McGonigal, 2003





The Tulse Luper Suitcases,
Peter Greenaway, 2003/…

“‘The whole project is an attempt to make a
gathering together of today’s languages,
to place them alongside one another and

get them to converse.”



Implementation

Nick Montfort and Scott Rettberg’s
Implementation

http://nickm.com/implementation/

New York

Tokyo

Nick Montfort and Scott Rettberg

http://www.flickr.com/photos/scottrettberg/sets/40664/



Distributed Narrative

“A new kind of narrative is emerging from the network:
the distributed narrative. Distributed narratives don't

bring media together to make a total artwork. Distributed
narratives explode the work altogether, sending
fragments and shards across media, through the

network and sometimes into the physical spaces that we
live in.” Jill Walker, 2004



One Life to Live (ABC, 2005) Sourced from
: http://abc.go.com

/daytim
e/onelifetolive/gallery/61981_1.htm

l

Marcie Walsh



Cartoon by: Clementine Hope, Hyperion website



GoFigure.net.au (tonyjohansen.com, 2005)

In gallery (x3) Online gallery digitisation

Described on gofigure.net.au as:

‘a painting about painting and the act of
painting […] In this case it takes the form of a

triptych in 4 parts’



Well of Tears
“I wished that I could enable my readers

to walk through the detailed
landscapes of my fictional world, ‘Tir’,

as if those landscapes were real. I
wanted readers to be able to take
their time exploring, enjoying the

scenery, listening to the sounds of
wind and water and birdsong, seeing
the imaginary places and characters I

write about, in an atmosphere that
was not scary or violent, but exciting
and magical.” Celia Dart-Thornton,

2005



Transfictionality

“The concept of transfictionality covers those practices that expand
fiction beyond the boundaries of the work: sequels and

continuations, return of the protagonists, biographies of characters,
cycles and series, “shared universes,” etc. Transfictionality crosses
historical periods as well as boundaries between national literatures

or literary genres, it affects literature as well as other media (film,
television, comics, etc.), and it penetrates mainstream or

experimental literature as well as popular culture.”
(as quoted in Ryan, ‘Transfictionality Across Media’ in Narrativity,

edited by  José Ángel García Landa and John Pier, series
Narratologia. Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 2006)



Transmedia Properties

“The cultural logic of convergence lends itself to a flow of
narratives, characters, and worlds across media

platforms. Moving beyond older models based on
licensed ancillary products, transmedia extensions are

now seen as expanding the opportunities for storytelling,
enabling new kinds of entertainment experiences,

building up secondary characters or backstory.
Transmedia extension may also create alternative

openings for different market segments and enable more
extensive contact with brands.” MIT Convergence

Culture Consortium, Futures of Entertainment, 2006



</end history>



Different Way
of Writing



World Creation



The key to creating a world is
that it needs to have existed before you

and it needs to exist without you…



World Management

• Ur-Text
• Managing Point of Entry
• Pivot Text



Ur-Text



POE: Point-Of-Entry



Scan of ‘The Complete Graph’ (p.247) in Marie-Laure Ryan (2001) 'Can
Coherence be Saved?' Narrative as virtual reality: immersion and

interactivity in literature and electronic media. M.-L. Ryan (Ed.). Baltimore,
Johns Hopkins University Press: 242-270.





Pivot Point



Ergodic Writing







Call
to

Action



1. Primer: prepare and motivate the
audience to act



2. Referral: provide the means and
instructions on how and when to act



3. Reward: acknowledge
and recompense their action





PS Trixi
PSTrixi



PS Trixi









www.Cross-MediaEntertainment.com


